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Abstract 
Simplicial spaces are analogues in the category of spaces of chain complexes (i.e., resolutions) 
in homological algebra. We study a novel way of doing “homotopy theory” with these objects, 
and describe the associated homotopy groups (which are graded by two indices). These 
homotopy groups give, for instance, a simple geometric interpretation of the filtration on the 
homotopy of the realization of a simplicial space provided by the usual homotopy spectral 
sequence. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Summary. Just as differential graded modules are an essential tool in the study of 
modules over a ring, so are simplicial (and cosimplicial) spaces of considerable use in 
ordinary homotopy theory. In fact, Stover [14] recently showed that pointed sim- 
plicial spaces are in particular useful in solving problems involving U-algebras (recall 
that a II-algebra is a 2 l-graded group together with an action of all primary 
unstable homotopy operations; an example is the homotopy n-algebra ~c.+T =
{ njT}F 1 of a pointed space T). 
Motivated by [14] we began in [6] a study of the homotopy theory of pointed 
simplicial spaces. In the present paper we further develop this theory by introducing 
the bigraded homotopy groups of a pointed simplicial space and observing that these 
groups behave very much like the ordinary homotopy groups of a pointed space. For 
instance, there is a kind of Hurewicz theorem; there is also a Whitehead theorem which 
says that a map of pointed simplicial spaces in a weak equivalence in the sense of [6] 
iff it induces an isomorphism on bigraded homotopy groups. 
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An interesting application will be given in [5], where we consider a Postnikov 
decomposition of a pointed simplicial space “in the simplicial direction” and (see 1.3) 
then use this to obtain obstructions to realizing a given KI-algebra B, i.e., to finding 
pointed spaces T such that rcn,T E B. 
1.2. Further details. In [6] we constructed a closed simplicial model category struc- 
ture on the category ST, of simplicial objects over the category T* of pointed 
(topological) spaces, in which a map X -+ Y E ST, is a weak equivalence (called an E2 
weak equivalence) whenever it induces isomorphisms niXgX g nilI* Y (where ~i7E*X 
and nrin*Y (i 2 0) denote the n-algebras obtained by applying the functor ni to the 
simplicial n-algebras 71*X and n*Y). This EZ terminology is motivated by the fact 
that (see below) the groups EinjX form the E2 term of a spectral sequence which 
(under a mild cofibrancy restriction on X) converges trongly to the homotopy groups 
of the realization 1 X 1 of X. 
In this paper we note that there are sphere-like objects C’S’ E ST, (i 2 0,j 2 1) which 
can be used to define the (i, j)-homotopy group 7ti,jX of an object X E ST, (as the group 
of the E2 homotopy classes of maps C’S’ -+ X E ST,, when X is E2 fibrant). These 
groups are related to the (ordinary) homotopy groups of the realization 1 X 1 by natural 
maps xi,jX -+ ni+jlXI which (under mild cofibrancy and connectivity restrictions on 
X) are isomorphisms when j = 1. 
For each i 2 0, the graded group ni, *X = { rti,jX )j”= 0is actually a H-algebra, which 
is called the ith homotopy n-algebra of X. As one would expect, every E2 fibration in 
ST, gives rise to a long exact sequence of these homotopy II-algebras and there is 
a Whitehead theorem which says that a map X + Y in ST, is an E2 weak equivalence 
iff it induces isomorphisms ni,* X E 7ci,, Y (i 2 0). This last result is an immediate 
consequence of the existence of the surprisingly useful natural spiral exact sequence of 
U-algebras 
(in which L?ni- 1,,X denotes the loop algebra of Ei- r,*X, i.e., the H-algebra obtained 
from 7Ci_ 1,,X by lowering all degrees by l), which, for instance, immediately implies 
the Whitehead theorem. This exact sequence is actually an exact couple and its 
associated spectral sequence (with Etj = ninjX for i 2 0 and j 2 1) coincides (up to 
a possible sign) with the Bousfield-Friedlander spectral sequence of a pointed sim- 
plicial path-connected space [Z] as well as with the delooped version of the Quillen 
spectral sequence of a bisimplicial group [lo]. The H-algebra maps 52ni,*X 
-+ Zi+ 1,,X in this spiral exact sequence consist of maps ni,iX + ni+ l,j- 1X (j > 1) 
which we will call shift maps and which are compatible with the (see above) natural 
maps to ~~+~lXl. It follows that (under a mild cofibrancy restriction on X) the spectral 
sequence converges trongly to 7c* 1x1 and that in fact EL7 (i 2 0,j 2 1) is isomorphic 
to the quotient of the image of 7ci,jX in ~c~+~IXI by the image of ni_ l,j+ 1X. The spiral 
exact sequence also readily implies that the n-algebra maps Zi, *X + 7Cin*X satisfy 
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a Hurewicz theorem, i.e., that the first nontrivial one is an isomorphism and the next 
one is onto. We therefore call these maps Hurewicz maps. 
1.3. Application to the realizability of U-algebras. A II-algebra B has a realization (i.e., 
a space T E T* such that n,T z B) iff [14] there exists an object X E ST, such that 
rcO~*X g B and nin,X E * for i > 0. In view of the above mentioned spiral exact 
sequence, this is equivalent o requiring that the shift maps 52Ki, *X + xi+ r, *X (i 2 0) 
be isomorphisms, which implies that x(,*X E Q’B for all i 2 0. To decide whether 
B can be realized one can try to construct such an X by induction on its Postnikov 
approximations “in the simplicial direction”. This will be done in [S], where we 
observe in particular that 
(i) a 0-Postnikov approximation (i.e. an X0 E ST*, such that rco,*Xo E B and 
rck,*Xo z * for k > 0) always exists, and 
(ii) IfX’ E ST, is an i-Postnikou approximation (i 2 0) (i.e., in view of the spiral exact 
sequences xon,X’ g B, Tti+2Z*Xi z Q’+’ B, QZ.+X’ z * for k # 0, i + 2 and 
rc,_Xi 2 * for k > i), then Xi can be extended to an (i + 1)-Postnikou approximation ifs 
the k-invariant of the simplicial II-algebra rc*Xi is trivial. This k-invariant lies in 
a Quillen cohomology group Hi+3(B,S2i+‘B) which does not depend on the Pos- 
tnikov approximation Xi, but only on the II-algebra B and the integer i. 
1.4. Organization of the paper. After fixing some notation and terminolgy (in 1.5 and 
1.6) we review (in Section 2) the Reedy model category structure on the category ST, of 
pointed simplicial spaces in which the weak equivalences are the dimensionwise weak 
homotopy equivalences and then consider (in Section 3) the E2 model category 
structure on ST, which has more weak equivalences and fewer cofibrations and 
fibrations, but still the same fibrant objects. Next (in Section 4) we discuss the 
realization functor ST, -+ T* and observe that, in either model category structure, it 
sends weak equivalences between cofibrant objects to weak homotopy equivalences. 
The bigraded homotopy groups of a pointed simplicial space are introduced in 
Section 5, followed by the shift maps (in Section 6), the Hurewicz maps (in Section 7) 
and the spiral exact sequence and its associated spectral sequence (in Section 8). 
In an appendix we review some results on ll-algebras, abelian ZZ-algebras and 
simplicial ll-algebras which are needed in the paper. 
1.5. Some simplicial notation and terminology 
(i) Simplicial objects. Given a category C, we denote by SC the category of simplicial 
objects over C, i.e. [ll, I, Section 21, the category which has as objects the functors 
BP + C and as maps the natural transformations between them (where d is the 
category which has as objects the finite ordered sets of integers [n] = (0, . . . , n) (n 2 0) 
and as maps the weakly monotone functions between them). For an object X E SC we 
write, when no confusion can arise, X, instead of X[n] (n 2 0), and we often identify 
the category C with the full subcategory of SC spanned by the constant functors. If the 
category Cis pointed (i.e., initial object = * = terminal object), then so is the category SC. 
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(ii) Simplicial sets. As usual S will denote the category of simplicial sets (i.e., sSets) 
and S, the category of pointed simplicial sets (i.e., simplicial pointed sets), A [n] E S 
(n 2 0) will be the standard n-simplex (which has as j-simplices (j 2 0) the maps 
[j] + [n] E A and which has in particular as its only nondegnerate n-simplex the 
identity map I,, : [n] + [n]) and d’ [n] and Ak [n] (0 5 k I n) will be the subcomplexes 
of A [n] generated by the simplices d,,z,, . . . , d,r, and doI,, . . . , dk_ 1 I,,, d,, 1 I,, . . . , d,,z,,, 
respectively. 
In this notation one can, for a fibration L + L’ E S, with fibre L” and with L, L’ and 
L” all fibrant (2.2), describe the boundary map ZiL’ + xi_ 1 L” (i 2 1) as the function 
which for every commutative diagram in S,. 
A[i - l]/d’[i - l] - A[i]/A’[i]- A [i]/d [i] 
I I I 
L” .L ’ L’ 
in which the horizontal maps are the obvious ones, sends the homotopy class of the 
map on the right to the homotopy class of the map on the left. 
(iii) A simplicial structure on SC. Let C be a category which is closed under finite 
limits and colimits and, for every object X E SC and every jnite simplicial set A (i.e., 
A is generated by a$nite number of its simplices), let A 8 X E SC be the simplicial 
object which, in each dimension n, consists of the coproduct of as many copies of X, as 
there are n-simplices in A and which has the face and degeneracy operators induced by 
those of A and X [ll, II, Section 11. Then one can define a simplicial structure [ 11, II, 
Section 1) on SC by assigning to every pair of objects X, Y E SC thefunction complex 
hom(X, Y) E S which has as n-simplices (n 2 0) the maps A [n] 0 X -+ Y E SC, with 
the obvious [S, 6.41 faces and degeneracies. If C is pointed, then so are the function 
complexes in SC. 
1.6. Some topological notation and terminology 
(i) Topological standard simplices. We denote by A,, (n > 0) the topological 
n-simplex with vertices vo, . . . ,v,, by dk:Anel + A, (0 I k In, n 2 0) and 
sk: A,,, -+A,(O~kIn)thelinearmapswhichsendvo, . . . . v,_ltovo, . . . . &, . . . . v, 
and vg, . . . ,v,+l to 00, . . . ,vk, vk, . . . , v, and by d, and A: the subspaces of A,, which 
consists of the unions of the images of the maps do, . . . , d” and d’, . . . , d” respectively. 
The spaces A,, 6,, and Ai so defined can, in an obvious manner, be identified with the 
geometric realizations (4.1) of the simplicial sets A[n], i[n] and A”[n] (1.5). Given 
a Serre fibration T --+ T’ E T.+ (1.2) with fibre T” one can then (as in 1.5) describe the 
boundary maps Zi T ’ + 71i_ 1 T ” (i 2 1) in terms of the A,,, d’, and AZ. We also need the 
slightly different description of these boundary maps in terms of 
(ii) Spheres and balls. We denote by So E T* the O-sphere and by D’ E T* the l-ball, 
i.e., the contractible CW complex obtained from So by attaching one l-cell. We then 
define inductively the l-sphere S’ by S’ = Di/So and the i-sphere S’ E T* and the i-ball 
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D’ E T* (i > 1) by S’ = S’-’ A S’ and D’ = S’-’ AD’. In this way there are obvious 
inclusions S’-’ --+ D’ and homeomorphisms D’/S’-’ z S’ (i 2 1) as well as homeo- 
morphisms S’ A Sj z Si+j (i,j 2 0) which are “associative” in the sense that the 
composition St * Sk g si+jA Sk E si+j+k coincides with the composition S’ A Sj A Sk g 
Si A sj+k z si+j+k (i, j, k 2 0). 
In this notation one can, for a Serre fibration T + T’ E T* with fibre T”, describe 
the boundary map ZiT ’ + ni_ 1 T ” (i 2 1) as the function which, for every commutative 
diagram 
S’-‘A D’- S’ 
c 
T-T’ 
in which the horizontal maps are the obvious ones, sends the homotopy class of the 
map on the right to the homotopy class of the map on the left. In order to avoid the 
appearance of a sign in Proposition 6.3 below, which simultaneously involves these 
boundary maps and the ones of lS(ii) and 1.6(i), we identify the present boundary 
maps with the ones of 1.6(i) by choosing arbitrary but fixed homeomorphisms 
A,/d’,, g S”, A[n]/Az 2 D” (n 2 1) and A,/d’, E So (where do/d’, should be inter- 
preted as the union of A0 with a disjoint base point) in T,, such that for each n 2 1, the 
following diagram in T,, in which the horizontal maps are the obvious ones, com- 
mutes 
A,_,/d,_ *’ l- 4/~,- 4ll& 
E 
I 
z 
I 
sn-1 ’ S” 
2. The Reedy model category structure on ST, 
In this section we briefly review the Reedy model category structure [6,12] on the 
category ST, of pointed simplicial spaces, in which the weak equivalences are the 
dimensionwise weak equivalences, 
We start with a discussion of the following. 
2.1. Matching objects. Let C be a category which is closed under finite limits and 
colimits. Given an object X E ST, and a finite simplicial set A (1.5) one can [2] define 
the A-matching object MAX of X as the object MAX E C such that 
(i) MAX is functorial, covariant in X and contravariant in A, 
(ii) for ever map b : A [n] + A [n’] E S (n, It’ 2 0) the resulting map 
X,3 = M~tn’l X-+M,I,IX=X,~C 
is the simplicial operator corresponding to b, and 
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(iii) if A is a finite diagram of finite simplicial sets, then 
Thus, if A is empty, MAX is the terminal object of C. 
Instead of MAX we write M,X when A = d’[n] and MiX (0 I k I n, n > 0) when 
A = A”[n] (1.5). 
2.2. Examples (Quillen [ll, II, Section 33). Let G denote the category of groups. 
Then a map K + L in S or SC (1.5) 
(i) is a fibration iff, for every pair of integers (k, n) with 0 I k < n and n > 0, the 
induced map K, + MiK nMtr. L, is onto, and 
(ii) is a trivial fibration iff, for every integer n 2 0 the induced map K, + 
M,K flMnL L, is onto. 
Now we can describe 
2.3. Reedy model category structures. If C is a closed model category (e.g., if C = T,, 
the category of pointed topological spaces [ll, II Section 23) then the category SC 
admits a closed model category structure [lo, II, Section 2) in which 
(i) a map X + Y E SC is weak equivalence (called a Reedy weak equivalence) if, for 
every integer n 2 0, the restriction X, + Y, E C is a weak equivalence, and 
(ii) a map X + Y E SC is a fibration (called a Reedy fibration) if, for every integer 
n 2 0, the induced map X, -+ M,,XflMny Y, E C is a fibration (i.e., a Serre fibration if 
C = T,). 
These Reedy model category structures are discussed at somewhat greater length in 
[6, Section 21. In view of 2.1, the model category structure implies 
2.4. Proposition. Zf A is a finite simplicial set (1.5) B c A is a subcomplex and 
X + Y E SC is a Reedyfibration, then the induced map MAX -+ MsXnMsY MA Y E C 
(2.1) is aJibration (i.e., a Serre fibration if C = T,). 
2.5. Examples. Call an object X E ST, a CW object if, for each n 2 0, the pair (X,, *) is 
a relative CW complex and the degeneracy maps so, . . . , s, : X, -+ X, + I send cells to 
cells. Then it is not difficult to see that every CW object X E ST, is Reedy cofibrant, but 
not necessarily Reedy fibrant. If T E T,, then a Reedy fibrant object which is Reedy 
weakly equivalent to the constant object T E T* c ST, (1.5) is provided by the 
expansion of T, i.e., the object of ST, which, in each dimension n 2 0, consists of the 
function space TAn and in which the face and degeneracy maps are induced by the 
maps dk: A,_ 1 + A, and sk: A,, 1 + A,, of 1.6. 
2.6. Remark. The above Reedy model category structure on ST, is not compatible 
with the simplicial structure of 1.5, in the sense that this simplicial structure does not 
turn ST, into a closed simplicial model category [ll, II Section 21. However, there is 
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another simplicial structure on ST, the one “inherited” from the usual simplicial 
structure on T* [ 11, II, Section 33, which is compatible with the Reedy model category 
structure. For any two objects X, Y E ST,, the function complex homR(X, Y) ES, in 
this inherited simplicial structure has as n-simplices the maps (A, x X)/ 
(A, x *) -+ Y E ST, (where (A, x X)/(d, x *) E ST, denotes the object which in dimen- 
sion i (i 2 0) consists of the pointed space (A, x Xi)/(d, x *)) and has face and 
degeneracy maps induced by the maps dk : A,_ 1 + A,, and sk : A,,+, + A,, of 1.6. 
3. The E* model category structure on ST, 
Next we discuss another model category structure on the category ST, of pointed 
simplicial space (called the E2 model category structure) which, unlike the Reedy 
model category structure (2.3 and 2.6), is compatible with the simplicial structure ofl.5. 
It has more weak equivalences than the Reedy model category structure, fewer 
cofibrations and fibrations, but the same fibrant objects. We recall from [6] 
3.1. The E* model category structure on ST,. The category ST, of pointed simplicial 
spaces admits a closed simplicial model category structure [l 1, II Section 21 in which 
(i) the simplicial structure is as in 1.5, 
(ii) a map X -+ Y E ST, is a weak equivalence (called E2 weak equivalence) if, for 
every integer j 2 1, the induced map ZjX -+ njY is a weak equivalence of simplicial 
groups (i.e., the induced maps ninjX + XiZjY (i 2 0) are isomorphisms) or equiva- 
lently (9.6) the induced map of simplicial II-algebras x.+X + x* Y is a weak equiva- 
lence, and 
(iii) a map X + Y E ST, is a fibration (called E2 fibration) if it is a Reedy fibration 
(2.3) and if in addition, for every integer j 2 1, the induced map njX --, njY is (2.2) 
a fibration of simplicial groups (i.e., the image of njX in ZjY contains the identity 
component of rtjY) or equivalently (9.6) the induced map of simplicial ZZ-algebras 
z.+X -+ n.+Y is a fibration. 
This readily implies 
3.2. Proposition. Let X E ST, and let Xb c X denote the subobject consisting of the 
path components of the base points of the X,(n 2 0). Then the inclusion Xb c X E ST, is 
an E2 weak equivalence. 
3.3. Proposition. Every Reedy weak equivalence is an E2 weak equivalence and every 
trivial Reedy cofibration (resp. fibration) is a trivial E2 cofibration (resp. fibration). 
3.4. Proposition. The E2 Jibrant objects are just the Reedy fibrant ones. 
We also recall from [6] the following. 
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3.5. Description of the EZ cofibrant objects. The E2 cofibrant objects of ST, are the 
retracts of the “S’-free” ones, where an object X E ST, is called S’-free if it is a CW 
object (2.5) with the property that, for every integer n 2 0, the inclusion in X, of the 
subcomplex sX,_ 1 c X, which consists of the union of the images of the degeneracy 
maps sO, . . . ,%I-1:Xn-1 ‘Xn, can be extended to a homotopy equivalence 
sX,_ J V,, + X, E ST*, in which V,, is a wedge of spheres of dimensions 2 1. 
Thus, if Y E ST, is E2 cojibrant, then (3.2) Yb = Y. 
3.6. Examples. Some useful examples of E2 cofibrant objects are the following. 
(i) For every object U E II (A.l), the corresponding constant object U E T.+ c ST, 
(1.5) is E2 cofibrant and so is (1.5) its i-fold suspension 
C’U = (A [i] @ U)/(d[i] 0 U) E ST,. i 2 0 
and the cone thereon 
CZiU=(d[i+l]@U)/(do[i+l]@U)~sT,, i20. 
They are related by the E* cojbration C’U + CC’U E ST, induced by the map 
d[i] +d[i+ l]ES which sends z, to d I o “+ 1 (1.5). Moreover, one readily verifies 
[6, 4.11 that CZ’U is E* contractible, i.e., E2 weakly equivalent o *. 
(ii) For every object U E l7 (A.l) and i 2 0 there is also the E* cofibrant object (1.5) 
,qS’ A U) = Z;‘(S’ A U) Lj CC’(D’ A U) 
Z'(D' AU) 
which has the same E* homotopy type as Ci(S1 A U) (as the obvious map 
C’(S’ A U) + z’(S’ A U) E ST, is clearly a Reedy weak equivalence). 
However, although there exists no non-trivial map C’+‘U + C’(S’ A U) E ST, 
which is natural in U, there exists a natural map Z’+’ U + C’(S’ A U) E ST, (namely 
the map which in dimension i + 1 consists of the obvious composition. 
(Ci+l U)i+ 1 g U + D’ A U + (CC’(D’ A U))i+ 1 + (Z’(S’ A U))i+ 1) 
which is not only non-trivial, but also, as we will see in 6.1 and 7.3, rather useful. Note 
that this map fits into a pushout square 
CC’U A CC’(D’ A U) 
p+1 - i u- c (s’ A u) 
in which the other maps are the obvious ones. 
3.7. Remark. The O-sphere So E T* c ST, has the somewhat unexpected property 
that the map * -+ So E ST, is an E* weak equivalence as well as an E2jbration, but not 
an EZ cofibration. Thus So is not E2 cofibrant. Still, as the following proposition 
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shows, the function complex hom(S’,X) (1.5) has E2 homotopy meaning if X is E2 
fibrant and Xb = X (3.2), i.e., each X, is path connected. 
3.8. Proposition. Let X E ST, be E2 jibrant and such that (3.2) Xb = X (e.g., X is E2 
cofibrant). Then 
(i) thefinction complex horn@‘, X) E S, (1.5 and 1.6) is contractible, infact the map 
horn@‘, X) + * E S, is triuialJibration (2.2), and 
(ii) the obvious map horn@‘, X) + hom(S’,X) ES, (1.6) is aJibration (2.2) which is 
onto and which has the function complex horn@‘, X) E S, as its jibre. 
Proof. The E2 fibrancy of X, together with 2.2 and 2.4, readily implies (i). Moreover, it 
follows from the path connectedness of the X,, 2.2(i) above and Lemma B.ll of [2] 
that (2.4) the Serre fibrations X, + MkX E T* (0 I k I n) have path connected fibres 
and from this one readily deduces the first part of (ii). The rest of (ii) is immediate. 0 
We end with observing that an E2 Jibration gives rise to a long exact sequence of 
ZZ-algebras as follows. Letf : X + Y E ST, be an E2 fibration, let n.,.f: rc*X -+ rcn, Y be 
the induced fibration of simplicial II-algebras, let F’ and FZef denote the fibres of 
f and n,f and let C be the cokernel of the induced map of abelian II-algebras 
Qrcon,X -+ 52rrorc* Y (9.4). A straightforward calculation using 9.9 then yields 
3.9. Proposition. There is a natural long exact sequence of n-algebras 
. . . + niFn*f ~ ni~n,X ~ ni71*Y ~ xi- IF*,/ ~ .” ~ no71,X ~ no71*Y. 
Moreover, there is a natural short exact sequence of simplicial ZZ-algebras 
* + C -+ QF, -, F,,, + * and hence there are natural isomorphisms of H-algebras 
~i~n,F, E ZiFx,/ for i 2 2 
and a natural exact sequence of IT-algebras 
* + rtn,z,Ff + n,F,,, --) C + zoz*Ff + ~cOF,,~ -+ *. 
3.10. Corollary. If the map no7c*X + zoz* Y is onto (e.g., if the map zn,X + n, Y is 
onto), then the long exact sequence of (3.9) becomes 
4. The realization functor ST, + T* 
In this section we consider the realization functor ST, -+ T* and observe that it is 
well behaved with respect to both the Reedy model category structure on ST, 
(Section 2) and the E2 model category structure (Section 3), in the sense that in both 
model category structures a weak equivalence between cojibrant objects induces a weak 
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homotopy equivalence between their realizations. We also note that, for a Reedy fibrant 
and Reedy cofibrant object X E ST,, its realization has the same homotopy type as 
the realization of the simplicial discrete space obtained from X by forgetting the 
topologies. 
We start with recalling the definition [12,13] of 
4.1. The realization functor ST, + T* . This is the left adjoint of the expansion 
functor (2.5). For an object X E ST*, its realization IX/ E T* thus is the colimit of the 
diagram which consists of 
(i) for every integer n 2 0, a copy (d, x X,) of A, x X,, and 
(ii) for every pair of integers (k, n) with 0 I k 5 n, a copy (A,_ 1 x X, ; k) of 
A,_I xX, and a copy (A,_t xX,;k) of A,,,, xX,, together with maps 
(A,_, xX,-,)& (A,_1 xX,;k)+AnxXn)r 
(A n+l xX,+,)+%&+, x X,; k)-sl-, (A, x X,), 
induced by the face and degeneracy maps of X and the maps dk : A,, _, + A,, and 
Sk:A,+l + A, of 1.6. Clearly, 1 X) so defined comes with a natural map X0 + 1 X 1 E T*. 
ZfX E ST, is a C W object (2.5) then IX I is a C W complex. It is also immediate that, if 
one considers an object L E S, (1.5) as a simplicial discrete space, then its realization 
coincides with the usual [9] geometric realization IL I of L. 
4.2. Example. Let U E ll (A.l). Then it is not difficult to see (1.6 and 3.6) that, for every 
integer i 2 0, there is a natural homeomorphism 1C’Ul z S’ A U E T* (which of 
course depends on the choice of homeomorphism Ai/Bi z S’ made in 1.6). 
As mentioned above, the realization functor is well behaved with respect to the 
Reedy model category structure, i.e., one has [12,13] 
4.3. Proposition. Let X + Y E ST, be a Reedy weak equivalence between Reedy cofib- 
rant objects. Then the induced map I XI -+ I Y 1 E T* is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
4.4. Corollary. Let X E ST, be Reedy cojibrant and such that all face and degeneracy 
maps between the X, (n 2 0) are weak homotopy equivalences. Then the natural map 
X0 -+ 1x1 E T* (4.1) is also a weak homotopy equivalence. 
The realization functor is also well behaved with respect o the E2 model category 
structure, i.e., 
4.5. Proposition. Let X -+ Y E ST, be an E2 equivalence between E2 cojibrunt objects. 
Then the induced map 1x1 + 1 Y 1 f T* is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
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Proof. We may assume that X and Y are Reedy fibrant and hence (3.4) EZ fibrant. In 
that case the map X + Y is an E2 homotopy equivalence and the desired result now 
follows readily from the existence of a natural homeomorphism )A [l] @ XI E 
(A, x IXOl(d, x *) E T* C131. 0 
We end with observing that for an object X E ST*, the function complex 
hom(S’, X) E S, (1.5) has as n-simplices (n 2 0) exactly the points of the space X,, i.e., 
hom(S’, X) is the simplicial set obtainedfrom X by ‘forgetting the topologies”. We now 
show 
4.6. Proposition. Let X E ST, be Reedyjbrant and Reedy cojbrant. Then the (see 4.1) 
obvious map 1 hom(S’, X)1 + 1 XI E T* is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. Let Z E sS, (1.5) be the simplicial object obtained from X by dimensionwise 
application of the singular functor (i.e., Z, is the singular complex of X,, n 2 0), let 
Zn,k (n, k 2 0) denote the set of k-simplices of Z,, let diag Z E S, denote the diagonal of 
Z (i.e., (diag Z), = Z,,., n 2 0), let Z’ E sS, denote the transpose of Z (i.e. ZL,, = Zk+ 
n, k 2 0) and let Z and Z’ E S, denote the objects obtained by applying the simplicial 
analog of the realization functor of 4.1 to Z and Z’. Then [2, B.l] there are natural 
isomorphisms 
Moreover, the Reedy fibrancy of X implies similarly defined Reedy fibrancy of Z and 
(see [12,4.2]) it is not difficult to deduce from this that the face and degeneracy maps 
between the Zi (n 2 0) are weak equivalences. In view of the simplicial analog of 4.4, 
the natural map Zb + Z’ ES, thus is a weak equivalence and the induced map 
lZ;l -+ IZ’I E T* thus is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
Let Y E ST, be the simplicial object obtained from Z by dimensionwise application 
of the (see 4.1) geometric realization functor (i.e., Y,, = IZ,I, n 2 0). One readily sees 
that the canonical map Y -+ X E ST, satisfies the conditions of 4.3 and thus induces 
a weak homotopy equivalence IY I + 1x1 E T*. 
Finally, one notes the existence of obvious isomorphisms hom(S’, X) g Zb E S, 
and IZI g I Y I E T* and the desired result now follows from the observation that the 
composition of the weak homotopy equivalences 
Ihom(S’,X)I g lZb[ + IZ’I g IdiagZ’I = IdiagZl % IZI r IYI + 1x1 
is exactly the map in which we are interested. 
5. The homotopy n-algebras z,., *X of a pointed simplicial space X 
We now introduce the central notion of this paper, the homotopy n-algebras 
ni,*X = {,i,jX}jm= f (i 2 0) of a pointed simplicial space X. These U-algebras play 
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a role in E2 homotopy theory (Section 3) which is rather similar to that of the 
homotopy groups in ordinary homotopy theory. Thus, every E2jbration gives rise to 
a long exact sequence of these homotopy H-algebras and there is a Whitehead theorem 
which says that a map X + Y E ST, is an E2 weak equivalence iff it induces isomor- 
phisms ~i,*X E rci,* Y (i 2 0). We also note that the groups Zi,jX are related to the 
homotopy groups of the realization 1X 1 by natural maps xi, jX + Zi+jl X) (i 2 0, j 2 1) 
which are isomorphisms when X is E2 cofibrant and j = 1. 
We start with a definition of the homotopy n-algebras which implies that the Zi,jX 
consist of the E2 homotopy classes of maps from the sphere-like objects C’S’ (3.6). At 
the end of this section we give another description, in terms of the spaces X, (n 2 0) 
and the face maps between them. 
5.1. The homotopy H-algebras q, &. Let X E ST*, and let X + Y E ST, be a trivial 
Reedy cofibration such that Y is Reedy fibrant (2.3) and hence (3.4) E2 fibrant. Then it 
is not difficult to verify that, for every integer i 2 0, the functor l7 -+ Sets, (A. 1) which 
sends an object U E IZ to rcO hom(C’U, Y) (3.6), i.e., the pointed set of the E2 
homotopy classes of maps C’U -+ Y E ST,, is a n-algebra which does not depend on 
the choice of the map X + Y. We will therefore denote this n-algebra by Zi,*X and 
call it the ith homotopy ZZ-algebra of X. The group in degree j (j 2 l), i.e. (xi, *X)Sj, 
will be denoted by ni,jX and called the (i, j)-homotopy group of X. AS 
no hom(C’U, Y) z 71; hom(U, Y), the II-algebra xi, *X is clearly (A.3) abelian if i > 0. 
Obviously the above definition is natural in X, and the resulting functors 
71i,* : ST, + n-al (i 2 0) (A.l) send E2 weak equivalences to isomorphisms. One has 
[ 11, I, Section 31. 
5.2. Proposition. Let X -+ X’ E ST, be an E2_fibration (3.1) and let X” be its&bre. Then 
there is a natural exact sequence of n-algebras 
. . + Zi+l,*X’ j 71i,*X” + 7ti,*X --+ 7ti,*X’ + .‘. + 7to,*X’. 
There is also a 
5.3. Whitehead theorem. A map X + Y E ST, is an E2 weak equivalence (3.1) ifs the 
induced map xi, *X + Iti, * Y is an isomorphismfor all i 2 0. More generally, given a map 
X + Y E ST, and an integer n 2 1, the induced map Z<ZjX + ZinjY is an isomorphism 
for all j 2 n and i 2 0 #the induced map ni,jX -+ 7ti.j Y is an isomorphism for all j 2 n 
and i 2 0. 
Proof. This Mlows readily from 8.1. 0 
Next we consider 
5.4. The natural map 7li,jX + 7li+jlXI. Let X E ST, be Reedy cofibrant (e.g., a CW 
object (2.5)) and let X + Y E ST, be as in 5.1. Then the realization functor (4.1) sends 
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eachmapCiU-,YEsT*(UE~)toamapSir\U~.ICiUI~IY(ET*(4.2).Thus 
(A.4 and 4.5) it induces a natural map Zi,*X + Q’q.lXl E ZZ-al and in particular it 
induces group homomorphisms Zi, jX + Zi+jlX( for i 2 0 and j 2 1 (homomorphisms 
which of course depend on the choice of the homeomorphisms Ai/ii z S’ in 1.6). We 
now prove 
5.5. Proposition. Zf X E ST, is Reedy cofibrant and such that Xb = X (3.2), then the 
natural map xi, 1 X + xi + 11 XI is an isomorphism for all i 2 0. If in addition, for some 
integer n 2 1, the Xi (i 2 0) are all (n - 1)-connected, then the natural map 
71i,jx + ri+jlxI is an isomorphism for all j I n and i 2 0. 
Proof. We may assume that X is Reedy fibrant and hence (3.4) E2 fibrant. The first 
part of the proposition then follows from 3.8 and 4.6, once we have shown that the 
map ~i,jX -+ 7li+jlXI admits a factorization 
ni,lX = r~ohom(C’S’,X)~ nihom(S’,X) -+ rti+l hom(S’,X) + ni+llXI 
in which the first map results from the fact that hom(,E’S’,X) is the i-fold loops on 
hom(S’,X), the second map is inverse to the boundary map of the fibration 
hom(D’, X) + hom(S’, X) of 3.8 and the last map is as in 4.6. To verify this claim, one 
notes (using 3.6) that a commutative diagram in S, of the form (1.5) 
A [i]/d’[i] - A[i + l]/A’[i + l]- A[i + 1]/6[i + l] 
I I 
hom(S’, X) p hom(D’,X) 
yields a map zi(S’ ASO) -+X E ST, such that the composition C’S’ + 
E’(S’ A So) +X corresponds to the map on the left and the composition 
z:‘+ 1so -+ E”(S’ A SO) + X corresponds to the map on the right. Applying the realiz- 
ation functor and the homeomorphisms of 1.6, it now suffices to observe that the maps 
IC’S’ I + IZ’(S’ A So)1 and IC’+‘S’J + IE’(S’ A So)/ corresponds to the following 
homotopy equivalences which are readily verified to be homotopic: 
S’+’ 2 s’ A so As’ !% (s’ A so A D’)/(s’ A so A so) + (si A D’ A #)/(si A so A so), 
s’+ ’ g s’ A s’ A so E’ (s’ A D’ A s”)/(si A so A so) -+ (si A D’ A @)/(si A so A so). 
The second part of the proposition now follows readily from the first part and 
Propositions 6.3 and 8.1. 0 
We end with a description of the Xi, * X in terms of 
5.6. A differential graded space. Let Y E ST, and, for every integer i 2 0, let CiY and 
Zi Y c Yi denote the intersection of the fibres of the face maps d 1, . . . , di and do, . . . , di, 
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respectively. The restrictions of the face maps do : Yi + Yi _ 1 then give rise to a difir- 
ential graded space 
do 
. . . ~CiY-Ci_,Y ~ .” ~C,y = yo ~*. 
i.e., a sequence of maps in T* such that the composition of any two adjacent maps is 
trivial. Then 2.1 and 2.4 readily imply 
5.7. Proposition. Let Y E ST, be Reedy Jibrant and let i 2 0. Then the map 
d, : Ci + 1 Y -+ ZiY E T* is a Serre jibration with Zi+ 1 Y as its fibre. 
The promised description of ~i,*X now is contained in 
5.8. Proposition. Let Y E ST, be Reedy jbrant and let i 2 0. Then there is a natural 
exact sequence of Il-algebras 
n*Ci+ 1 Y~X*ZiY ~"i,*Y --f*. 
Proof. Given an object U E ll (9.1), the maps U -+ ZiY E T* are in a natural l-l 
correspondence with the maps C’U + YE ST, (3.6) and homotopies 
(d 1 x U)/(d 1 x *) -+ Zi Y E T* are in a similar correspondence with “homotopies” 
C’((dI x U)/(dI x *)) -+ Y E ST, of the kind appropriate (2.6) to the Reedy model 
category structure on ST,. Since (3.3) every Reedy weak equivalence is an E* weak 
equivalence, these correspondences give rise to a function from the homotopy classes 
of maps U + ZiY E T* to the E* homotopy classes of maps C’U + Y E ST.+, which is 
natural in U, i.e., (A. 1) a map of H-algebras n*Zi Y + xi, .+ Y. Clearly this map is onto. 
Furthermore, a map C’U -+ Y E ST, is E* homotoptic to the trivial map iff it extends 
to a map CC’U + Y E ST, (3.6) and exactness at n*ZiY now follows from the natural 
l-l correspondence between the maps CC’U + YE ST, and the maps 
U +Ci+lYET*. 0 
6. The shift maps xi,j+ 1-X + xi+,,jX 
A somewhat surprising feature of the homotopy groups ni,jX (i 2 0, j 2 1) is that 
they are connected by shift maps ni,j+ 1X -+ xi+ ,,jX which 
(i) fit together into maps of H-algebras L?ni, *X + ni+ 1,*X (i 2 0), and 
(ii) for Reedy cofibrant X, are compatible with the natural maps Ri,jX + ni+jlXI of 
5.4 (so that (5.5) if Xb = X, each group n,IXI (n 2 1) is filtered by the images of 
%.“X, ... ,n,-1,1X). 
We describe these shift maps in two different ways. The first involves the original 
definition of the homotopy H-algebras zi.*X (5.1), while the other uses their alternate 
description (5.8). 
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6.1. The shift maps. Let X E ST,, let X + Y E ST, be as in 5.1 and let i 2 0. Further- 
more, consider, for every object U E IZ (A.l), the trivial E2 cofibration (3.6) 
C’(S’ A U) + C’(S’ A U) E ST, and the maps Z’+‘U + Z’(S’ A U) E ST, described in 
3.6. Composing the inverses of the resulting isomorphisms rto hom(,P(S’ A U), Y) z 
rco hom(C’(S’ A U), Y) with the resulting functions rco hom(,Z’(S’ A U), Y) + 
no hom(C’+’ U, Y ), one gets a natural map of II-algebras QZi,*X -+ ni+ 1, *X which 
we call the shift maps and which, in each degree j 2 1, consists of a group homomor- 
phism Xi,j+lX *~i+l,jX. 
This definition readily implies 
6.2. Proposition. Let Y E ST, be Reedyjibrant (and hence (3.4) E2 fibrant). Then the 
shift maps Qni,* Y + xi+ l,,Y E n-al (i 2 0) admit u factorization 
in which thejrst map is induced (5.8) by the boundary map Qrtn,ZiY + n*Zi+ 1 Y of the 
Serre jibration Ci+ 1 Y --+ ZiY (A.4 and 5.7) and the other maps is as in 5.8. 
It thus remains to show that the shift maps are compatible with the natural maps of 
5.4, i.e., 
6.3. Proposition. Let X be Reedy cojibrant. Then the diagrams 
71i,j+ 1 X 
I\ 
i>O,jll 
71i+l,j X-71i+j+11xI 
in which the vertical map is the shift map and the other maps are as in (5.4), commute. 
Proof. As in the proof of 5.5 the maps lZ;‘(S’ A U)l + IC’(S’ A U)l and 
IZ’+ ’ UI + I E’(S’ A U)l(U E II) correspond, using the homeomorphisms of 1.6, to 
homotopy equivalences S’+ ’ AU+(S’AD’AD’)/(S’AS~AS~)AU which are 
homotopic. The rest of the proof is straightforward. 0 
7. A Hurewicz theorem 
Next we observe that 
(i) there exist natural maps of ll-algebras Xi,*X + nirt*X (i 2 0) for which 
a Hurewicz theorem holds, i.e., they are an isomorphism in the first nontrivial 
dimension and onto in the next, and 
(ii) the functor nix* : ST, -+ d-al are E2 representable for i 2 2, i.e., there exist 
functors $i (i 2 2) from lZ to the E2 homotopy category of ST, such that I,G’U E ST, is 
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E2 cofibrant for every object U E Zl and such that, for every E2 fibrant object Y E ST*, 
the induced functor rco hom($’ -, Y) : Zl + Sets, is a U-algebra which is naturally 
equivalent to nirt*Y. (The functor ~orc.+ is also E2 representable as (see (ii) 
rrorr* E Q+., but apparently rclrc* is not.) 
We start with constructing 
7.1. A Hurewicz map Zi,*X + 71i71*X (i 2 0). Let X E ST, and let X --P Y E ST, be as 
in 5.1. Then it is not difficult to verify that (in the notation of A.7) n*CiY g Gin* Y for 
all i 2 0. Hence (5.8 and A.7) the inclusions ZiY -+ CiY (i 2 0) induce natural maps of 
II-algebras xi,*X -+ nin*X. As mentioned above, these Hurewicz maps satisfy 
7.2. A Hurewicz theorem. Let X E ST, and let n be an integer 2 0. If 71i~*X = *for 
i < n,, then the Hurewicz map xi, *X + Itin* X E n-al is an isomorphism for i = n and is 
onto for i = n + 1. In particular, for euery object X E ST*, one has x0,*X z rcorc*X, 
while the Hurewicz map x1,*X + x1x,X is onto. 
Proof. This follows immediately from 8.1. 0 
Another consequence of 8.1 is somewhat dual: 
7.3. Proposition. Let X E ST, and let n be an integer 2 1. Zf xixjX = *for i 2 0 and 
j > n, then the Hurewicz map R~,~X -+ Zi7t,X is an isomorphism for all i 2 0. 
Next we construct 
7.4. The representing functors +i (i 2 2). For every integer i 2 2 we denote by $i the 
functor from the category IZ (9.1) to the E2 homotopy category of the category ST, 
(3.1) which sends an object U E Zl to the push out 
z+b’U = CCi-2(D’~ U) u CC’-‘U, 
CZ’-*U 
where the map CC i-2U -+ CC’-’ U is induced by the map A [i - l] + A [i] E S which 
sends the non-degenerate (i - I)-simplex ri_ 1 to the simplex doti E A[i] (1.5). Clearly, 
Il/‘U is E2 cofibrant and it thus remains to prove 
7.5. Proposition. Let Y E ST, be EZ jibrant. Then 
(i) the functor no hom(+’ -, Y) : ZZ + Sets, is a n-algebra, and 
(ii) there is an equiualence of II-algebra rro hom(rl/’ -, Y) % nin*Y which is natural 
in Y. 
Proof. Since $” preserves coproducts, the functor no homR($’ -, Y) : ll + Sets, 
(where homR is as in 2.6) and the functor rco hom($’ -, Y):n + Sets, are both 
II-algebras. Moreover, there are natural epimorphisms of n-algebras 
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no homR($’ -, Y) -+ no hom($’ -, Y) (in view of 3.3) and rco homR($’ -, Y) -+ rcirr* Y 
(since a map I(liU + Y E ST, corresponds to a map U -+ CiY E T* (5.6) together with 
a null homotopy of its composition with the face map do : CiY + Ci _ 1 Y ). It thus 
remains to show that these two maps of a-algebras have the same kernel. 
To do this we define, for every object U E ll, 
C’fU = $% u CC'-'U((Al x U)/(d, x *)) u CC'U E ST,, 
CF’U c‘E-‘Li 
where the maps CC’-‘U -+ CZ’-‘((A1 x U)/(A, x *)) are induced by the maps do, 
d’ : A, + Al (1.6) and note that the resulting map t,b'U + C'$'U is an E2 cofibration 
and that C'II/'U is E2 contractible because the map so : Al + A0 (1.6) induces a Reedy 
weak equivalence 
c*‘u -+ lpu IJ cc’u E cc’-2(s’ A U) IJ cc’u. 
CY'U 
This readily implies the exactness of the sequences 
rco homR(C’$’ -, Y) --+ no homR($’ -, Y) + rro hom($’ -, Y) + * 
and, using the isomorphisms rco hom(CCk -, Y) E C k+ 1rc.+ Y (7.1) also the exactness 
of the sequence 
7~0 homR(C’$’ -, Y) -+ ~0 homR($’ -, Y) -+ nin*Y -+ *. q 
We end with a 
7.6. Remark. It is not difficult to see that the Hurewicz map xi, * + ZiE* is induced by 
the obvious natural maps Il/‘U + C’U E ST,. Moreover, there is a kind of boundary 
map ail* ~ sQZi_2,* (i 2 2) induced by the composition Z’-‘(S’ A U) -+ 
CiP2(S1 A U) + I+!I~U E ST*, where the second map is the obvious one arising from the 
definition of @U and the isomorphisms (3.6) 
Ci-2(S’~ U)r CCi-2(D1~U) u C'-'U. 
CZ’-zU 
8. The spiral exact sequence 
We end with noting the existence of the extremely useful spiral exact sequence, 
which among other things immediately implies the Whitehead theorem (5.3) and the 
Hurewicz theorem (7.2). 
8.1. The spiral exact sequence. Let X E ST,. Then the sequence of n-algebras and 
maps of n-algebras (Appendix) 
. +7Ci+i7C*X +s27C_l,*X +7Ci,*X +ZiZ*X + ‘.. +7rO7C*X + * 
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in which the maps are the shift maps (6.1), the Hurewicz maps (7.1) and the boundary 
maps of 7.5 and in which rc_ i,,X should be interpreted as *, is exact. 
The exact sequence of 8.1 will be called the spiral exact sequence of X because, as we 
will see in 8.3, it is not only exact, but is actually (most of) an exact couple. The latter 
gives rise to a jirst quadrant spectral sequence with Ezj = ZiZjX (i 2 0, j 2 1) which 
strongly converges to n* IX61 (3.2). In fact, EtqPi (i 2 0, j 2 1) is the quotient of the image 
Of ni,jX in ni+jlXbl by the image Of rc_ i,j+ iX (6.3). Moreover, this spectral sequence 
coincides (up to a possible sign) with the Bousfield-Friedlander spectral sequence of 
a pointed simplicial path connected space [2] and hence with the delooped version of 
the Quillen spectral sequence of a bisimplicial group [lo]. 
To obtain the spiral exact sequence one notes that (8.3) the exact couple of which it 
is a part is itself the derived couple of 
8.2. The homotopy exact couple of a pointed simplicial space. Let X E ST, and let 
X + Y E ST, be as in 5.1. Then one can combine the homotopy sequences of the Serre 
fibrations Ci+ i Y + ZiY (5.7) into an exact couple [7, VIII] with 
E!,j = 
i 
7CjCiY for i 2 0, j 2 1, 
* otherwise, 
7CjZi Y for i 2 0, j 2 1, 
Ol!,j = 71i+j-l,l 
i 
Y for i2O,jSO,i+j21, 
* otherwise 
and the obvious maps between them. Clearly, this exact couple does not depend on 
the choice of the map X + Y and is natural in X. Furthermore it has the following 
properties. 
8.3. Proposition. (i) Etj = 7ti7tjX for i 2 0, j 2 1 and Efj = * otherwise. 
(ii) Di”,j = ni,jXfor i 2 0, j 2 1. 
(iii) For i 2 0 and j 2 1 the derived couple (D’, E’) consists exactly of the spiral exact 
sequence (8.1). 
(iv) The difirentials d2 are maps of IT-algebras d2 : xi+ i7rn,X + 52rr- ir~,X (i 2 0). 
(v) For Reedy cojibrant X, the resulting (Jirst quadrant) spectral sequence con- 
uerges strongly to z* IX61 (3.2). Infact, E~j (i 2 0, j 2 1) is the quotient of the image of 
?Ii,jX in 7ti+j lXbl by that ofthe image of7t-l,j+lX (6.3). 
Proof. Part (i) is not difficult to prove using the arguments of 5.8 and 7.1 and (ii) is an 
immediate consequence of 5.7 and 5.8. The proof of (iii) is straightforward using A.4, 
while (iv) follows from (i), (ii) and (iii). Finally, (v) is verified by inspection, using 
5.4. 0 
We end with a 
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8.4. Comparison with the Bousfield-Friedlander spectral sequence. Let X E ST, be an 
E2 cofibrant object. It is not difficult to construct a sequence of EZ fibrations 
...QnX-,Qn-lX+ . . . _tQOX=* 
together with an E2 weak equivalence X + Q”X = li2_m Q”X E ST, such that 
(i) ~i~jQ”X = * for j > n and i 2 0, and 
(ii) the induced map ninjQ”X + EinjQ”X is an isomorphism for j I n and i 2 0. 
Let L”X and K”X (n 2 0) denote the fibres of the maps Q”X + Q”-‘X and 
Q”X + Q”- ‘X, respectively. Then the induced map L”X + K”X (n 2 0) is clearly an 
E2 fibration, with L”+’ X as the fibre and it follows from Theorem B.4 of [2] and the 
arguments used in the proof of 4.6, that 1 L”+ ’ XI is the homotopy fibre of the induced 
map (L”XI + IK”XI. It is now not difficult to verify that the homotopy spectral 
sequence of the sequence ... -+ ) L”+‘X( + JL”XI + ... is isomorphic with the Bous- 
field-Friedlander spectral sequence of the bisimplicial set obtained from X by dimen- 
sionwise application of the singular functor. But on the other hand, there are, in view 
of 5.3, 5.5 and 7.3, natural isomorphisms 
71injx 5. ninjLjx 5 ninjKjx E- 71i,jKjx -5 7ti+jlKJ’xI, 
and a lengthy but essentially straightforward calculation shows that (up to a possible 
sign) these isomorphisms induce an isomorphism between the homotopy exact 
couples of the sequence ... -+ I L”+‘XI -+ I L”Xl + . . . and the exact couple contained 
in the spiral exact sequence. 
Appendix: n-algebras 
In this appendix we review some results on n-algebras, abelian n-algebras and 
simplicial n-algebras which were used in the paper. 
First we recall from [3] two equivalent definitions of 
A.l. n-algebras. Let Sets, denote the category of pointed sets and let ll be the 
category which has as objects the pointed CW complexes which have the homotopy 
type of a finite wedge of spheres of dimensions 2 1 and which has as maps the 
homotopy classes of (pointed) maps between them. A n-algebra then is a contravariant 
functor ll + Sets, which sends coproducts (i.e., wedges) to products and a map of 
n-algebras is a natural transformation between two such functors. The resulting 
category of n-algebras will be denoted by n-al. 
This definition implies that, for every object B E n-al 
(i) B* = *, where * denotes the “point” in both categories ZZ and Sets,, and 
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(ii) the values of B on the objects of Zl are, up to isomorphism, determined by the 
values of B on the spheres Sj (j 2 1). These are groups which, when no confusion can 
arise, will be denote by Bj and will be referred to as the value of B in degree j. 
In view of Hilton’s analysis of the homotopy groups of wedges of spheres [15, XI], 
one can thus equivalently define a n-algebra as a ( 2 1)-graded group B = {Bj)jm_ 1, 
with Bj abelian for j > 1, together with Whitehead product homomorphisms 
[-,-l:B,OB, +BP+4-~ (p, q 2 1) and composition functions, (-. a): B, + B, 
(LX E z,Sp, 1 < p < r) which satisfy all of the identities which hold for the Whitehead 
product and composition operations on the higher homotopy groups of pointed 
spaces, and a left action ofB, on the Bj (j > 1) which commutes with these operations. 
An obvious example of a n-algebra is thus provided by 
A.2. The homotopy H-algebra n,T of a pointed space T. Let T E T* (1.6). Then the 
functor ZI + Sets, which sends an object U E Zl to the set of homotopy classes of 
maps U + T E T* is easily seen to be a U-algebra. As (A.l) this U-algebra is com- 
pletely determined by the homotopy groups ~jT (j 2 1) and the actions of the primary 
unstable homotopy operations on them, we denote this n-algebra by x*T. 
Next we consider 
A.3. Ahelian n-algebras. Let ah-Grp denote the category of abelian groups. A ll- 
algebra A : IZ --f Sets, then will be called abelian if it admits a factorization ZI + ab- 
Grp + Sets, in which the second functor is the forgetful one. Such a factorization, if it 
exists, is unique and hence the resulting category ab-U-al of abelian U-algebras is 
a full subcategory of n-al. It is also not difficult to verify that a n-algebra A = { Aj}jm_ 1 
is abelian ifs 
(i) A1 is abelian and acts trivially on the Aj (j > l), 
(ii) all Whitehead products are trivial, and 
(iii) all composition functions are homomorphisms. 
A.4. Example. An example of an abelian n-algebra is the loop algebra S2B of a ZZ- 
algebra B. This is the functor ll -P Sets, which sends an object U E ZZ to the set 
B(S’ A U), or equivalently, the n-algebra with(QB)j = Bj+ 1 for all j 2 1, with trivial 
(QB),-action and trivial Whitehead products and with composition given by the 
formulas (G!b)+a = L?(b.Ccc)(b E Bp+l,~ E x,Sp) in which Za E r~~+iS~+~ is the sus- 
pension of CI and Qb E (52 B)p and Q(b . Za) E (OB), denote the elements which corres- 
pond to the elements b E BP+ 1 and b .Ca E B,+ 1, respectively. 
Of course, if T E T* (1.6), then the loop algebra Qn*T is canonically isomorphic to 
the homotopy n-algebra rc*52 T (x0 is not included (A.2)) of the loop space S2T of T. 
Moreover, if T -+ T ’ E T* is a Serre fibration with fibre T “, then the boundary maps 
nj+l T’ + ZjT” (j 2 1) (1.6) give rise to a map of n-algebras Qz*T + x*T”. 
AS. Remark. A n-algebra A is said to be strongly abelian if A is abelian and all 
composition operations in A are trivial [4,2.2]. There is a strong abelianizationfunctor 
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which can be used to construct homology and cohomology groups for H-algebras 
[4, Section S]. 
Finally, we briefly discuss simplicial n-algebras. We begin with recalling from 
[ 11, II, Section 43 the existence of 
A.6 A closed simplicial model category structure on the category sZZ-al of simplicial 
n-algebras. The category slI-al admits a closed simplicial model category structure 
[ll, II, Section 21 in which 
(i) the simplicial structure is as in 1.5, 
(ii) a map D + E E &l-al is a weak equivalence if, for every integer j 2 1, the induced 
map of simplicial groups DS’ -+ ES’ (A.1) is a weak equivalence, i.e., induces isomor- 
phisms ni(DSj) z ~i(ES’) (i 2 0), and 
(iii) a map D + E in slI-al is aJibration iffor every integer j 2 1, the induced map of 
simplicial groups DSi + ES’ is a fibration, i.e., the image of DSi in ES’ contains the 
identity component of ES’. 
Important homotopy invariants of a simplicial U-algebra are its 
A.7. Homotopy n-algebras. Let D E sn-al and let i be an integer 2 0. Then it is not 
difficult to verify that the functor n,D : II + Sets, which sends an object U E n to the 
set ni(DU) is a H-algebra, which is abelian if i > 0. Of course one can also use the 
analog of Moore’s description of the homotopy groups of a simplicial group 
[S, Section 171, i.e., construct the differential graded H-algebra 
j CiD ~ Ci- 1D + . . . +C,,D=D[O] -_** 
in which CiD = D[i] nker dI ... kerd, (1.Q observe that im(Ci+ ,D + CiD) is, in an 
appropriate sense, normal in ker(CiD -+ Ci_ tD) and define niD as the resulting 
quotient. 
As one would expect, there are a Whitehead theorem and a long exact homotopy 
sequence for a fibration. 
A.8 Proposition. A map D + E E sZl-al is a weak equivalence (A.6) if it induces 
isomorphisms XiD z XiE (i 2 0). 
A.9. Proposition. Let D + D’ E slI-al be aJibration (A.6) withJibre D”. Then there is 
a natural long exact sequence of ll-algebras 
in which the last map is onto ifs the map D -+ D’ is so. 
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